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“Humble Wisdom” - James 3:13-18 
WCP 

Intro 
We’re continuing in our series this morning through the book of James that 

we’ve entitled James: Demonstrated Faith.  And from the beginning, the reason I 
wanted us to look through James was b/c – along with being an intensely practical 
book of the bible - having just gone through a series on the spiritual disciplines, 
which was all about growing our faith, the book of James is about how we put that 
faith into action. And as I’ve said week after week, the consistent message of James 
is that while our godly actions do not earn our salvation in any way, faith that is 
truly genuine will necessarily demonstrate itself in our godly action.  Or as I’ve tried 
to paraphrase James, he’s going to say, “Don’t just tell me you have genuine faith, 
show me that you do, and I’ll believe what you’re telling me.” 

And in keeping with that very same theme, in our passage today, James is 
now going to argue that the one who truly has wisdom/the one who is truly wise 
will also demonstrate that wisdom in their humble, godly actions. 

Now, when you think about that word wisdom, what comes to mind first?  
Maybe you think about some super old dude in a toga sitting at the top of a 
mountain in Tibet handing out fortune cookie sayings to anyone who can manage 
the hike. Or maybe you think about Nobel Prize winners like Albert Einstein or 
Alexander Fleming.  But how many of you hear the word wisdom and immediately 
think of yourself? 

Of course, wisdom is something all of us seek.  From the time we can speak 
even, one of the first and then incessantly repeated questions of every child is, 
“Why?”  And those whys grow from the basic understanding of how things work to 
complex questions about our existence, suffering and loss as we grow older.  If you 
were here for the beginning of this series even, you’ll remember that James also tells 
us to seek wisdom from God back in 1:5, saying that He will graciously give it to all 
who ask Him. 

But how many of you would actually describe yourself now, presently, as 
“wise”?  What I’d like to propose to you is that – although the majority of us would 
be constrained by social norms and never say it out loud - every single person in 
here believes that they are wise. 

Think about it: how many times have you confidently spoken about 
something in a conversation that you know next to nothing about? (if you’re having 
difficulty remembering just ask your spouse and they’ll help you out). How many 
times have you passionately argued a point b/c you read a Wikipedia article or a FB 
post about it? Late night infomercials are a hotbed for this: butter stick, chopsticks, 
cigarette holder, baby cages.  I guarantee you, every single one of the people who 
invented these things was sure that they were super-wise and we’re going to change 
the world with their inventions. 

What’s even crazier to think about is that over and over again, we 
demonstrate by our thinking and our actions, that we actually believe we are wiser  
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than God. And where you see that is by every time that God by His Spirit or 

through His word or His children says, “Go this way.” Or “Do it this way.” And you 
say, “No, I’m not gonna do it like that.  I think it should be done like this!” 

And so what James wants to do for his readers then, as well as for you and me 
today, is to show us how we can know if we are truly wise or not.  And the way he’s 
going to do that is by giving us a template of sorts; contrasting two different types of 
wisdom for us.  One type of wisdom (which James will say is not really wisdom at 
all) is going to bring about disorder and chaos; the other type of wisdom (true 
wisdom from above) brings about peace and godly behaviour. So then the 
results/outcome of what you call “wisdom” will lead you to see whether you are 
truly wise or actually foolish. 

So to help us see what true wisdom is and how we can know if we’re truly 
wise or not, I want to look at our passage this morning in three ways:  I want to 
show you Wisdom in action, Earthly wisdom, and then finally Wisdom from 
above. (x2) 

So, if you’ve close your bibles, open them again with me to James 3:13 and 
we’ll dig into this together. 
 
 
 
So, let’s begin by looking at: 

1. Wisdom in action – vs. 13 

Look with me at the way James begins here in vs. 13 (READ vs. 13).  So he starts 
by asking a question.  And basically, what James is asking is, “Do you want to know 
who the truly wise and understanding person is?” “Do you want to know what 
wisdom and understanding actually look like?” And then he goes on to answer his 
own rhetorical question; look again at vs. 13. You see he doesn't say to look for the 
degrees on the wall or the Nobel prizes on the shelf; he doesn't even say to look at 
someone’s CV or stock portfolio. Instead he says you will know if someone is wise 
and understanding or not, by looking at the way a person lives their life and by their 
good deeds/good conduct done in humility.  So here we see, again, James says, “the 
proof is in the pudding”; the reality of wisdom is not in what you say you know, but 
in how you live it out! 

What’s interesting is that James’ opening question here sounds identical to the 
question the apostle Paul asks in 1 Cor. 2.  Listen to what he writes to the church at 
Corinth (READ 1 Cor. 2-18-25) 

So, already from these two examples, you should begin to be getting the picture 
that what the bible calls wisdom and what we call wisdom are not always the same 
thing.  The reality is that wisdom is spoken about all through the bible, and the two 
most common ways it describes wisdom are as godly living and – particularly in the 
book of Proverbs – wisdom is personified as the Spirit of God Himself. Listen to 
how Prov. 4:5-9 describes wisdom. (READ Prov. 4:5-9) So the bible is going to see 
wisdom as living according to the commands of God and as God Himself. 
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That is why James 
can say in our passage 
here that wisdom will demonstrate itself in humble, godly living; according to the 
bible, that’s what true wisdom actually is!  

And that demonstration of wisdom is so key b/c do you remember what James 
said earlier in James 2:19? This was part of the passage Glenn Bowles preached two 
weeks ago. James said (READ 2:19).  So just like before where James was telling us 
that just saying you have faith isn't enough, it needs to be demonstrated in how you 
live your life, now here he’s saying that just having wisdom/just knowing true 
things about God isn't enough either; it needs to be demonstrated in how we live our 
lives.  I think that’s exactly why James doesn't just ask about who is wise in vs. 13 
here, he asks about who is wise and understanding.  The word in the Greek for 
understanding is epitemon from which we get our English word epistemology which 
is the science of knowledge or how we know things, And the sense of the word is 
demonstrated knowledge or showing skill/aptitude.  So wisdom, according to the 
bible, isn’t just about an accumulation of more and more knowledge, it’s much moe 
about the application of that knowledge.  And the reason for that is b/c James (and 
the rest of the bible really) is arguing that the demonstration/living out of that 
wisdom is the evidence that we actually have wisdom in the first place. 
App 

So think about your own life for a second. Maybe you know a tonne of stuff 
about God; maybe you’ve been in church for years and you can quote all kinds of 
bible verses and define theological terms.  The first test James is going to give us 
here as to whether or not we are truly wise, is to ask us how all that knowledge is 
impacting our behaviour as well as our thought life which nobody sees.  Does all that 
stuff you know about God actually make any difference in the way you live?  If not, 
James is saying to all of us, “You’re not wise at all, you’re actually foolish.”  

Somewhere along the way, being “wise” became nothing more than simply 
knowing more and more stuff; having more facts than the next guy.  And what James 
is saying to us here is, “Nah man! Show me your humble actions in service of others 
when there’s no applause or when no one else is even looking; show me what 
happens in your heart/mind when God blesses someone in a way that you don’t 
think they deserve, or when someone wrongs you and nobody but you and God 
knows that you’re innocent.” James is saying that’s how you know if you’re truly 
wise; in the real-life application of that knowledge about God to your life and 
behaviour. 
 
 

So that’s wisdom in action. Next James is going to contrast these two different 
types of wisdom beside one another.  And the first type of wisdom he’s going to 
cover is:  

2. Earthly wisdom – vss. 14-16 

So James has laid the foundation for us now in telling us that the one who truly 
has wisdom will demonstrate it in our humble, godly conduct.  And then, right at the 
beginning of vs. 14 James drops that word that is often incredibly significant in the  
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bible, “But.”  Look at vss. 14-16 with me now.  James writes (READ vss. 14-16).  

And he characterizes this first type of wisdom in two ways; did you see them in vs. 
14?  He says this first type of wisdom includes bitter envy as well as selfish 
ambition.  Now we’ll talk more about those two things in a second, but look at the 
word the NIV uses to translate having these two things as a part of our wisdom; it 
doesn't just say we “have them” it says we “harbor” them.  I think that’s significant 
and actually totally appropriate, b/c what does it mean to “harbor” something?  It’s 
not just having it, it’s providing a home/place of protection for it! So what the 
translators are trying to communicate is that this type of wisdom isn't about just 
feeling envious and selfish sometimes, it’s about setting up shop and providing a 
place of protection for jealousy and selfishness to grow and flourish.   

I dunno, maybe you already knew this about me, but I’m a bit of a word-freak; 
words are very important to me.  And I think that the adjectives James uses to 
describe envy and ambition as it relates to this first type of wisdom as incredibly 
significant. Look at the first one in vs. 14: bitter envy.  So this is not just being 
envious; wishing you had something/could do something like someone else, but 
hating them b/c the have it; resenting them b/c they can do it and you can’t.  Or 
what about the next one: selfish ambition.  James isn’t just describing the desire to 
succeed, but to order all of someone’s existence around self. 

James is intending to paint a very bleak picture with these descriptions, which of 
course is why he goes on to tell us at the end of vs. 14 not to boast about such 
wisdom or to deny it if this truly describes the type of wisdom we have.  Kajle spoke 
last week about the way the small tongue loves to make these great boasts, and the 
destruction that results from that as well as the way those boasts are often 
exaggerations of the truth. 

And we do this all the time in the church, and – God forgive me – I know I’ve 
done it too many times myself as well.  Where instead of identifying sin in our lives 
and seeking to repent and turn from it, we stop just past the identification stage.  
And then, instead of grieving and calling one another to repentance, we actually 
boast about our sin: patting one another on the back for how “authentic” they’re 
being; talking about how I’m just “embracing my brokenness.”  

Listen, by God’s grace, this church will grow to become more and more of a place 
where it’s ok to not be ok; where you don't have to come in here on a Sunday 
morning with your bible and smile when the truth is your life is a train-wreck and 
you’re dying inside. That’s what true Christian community is supposed to look like: a 
place where we don't have to pretend to be ok!  But I’ll tell you what: true Christian 
community is also a place where we call sin what it is, and where we lovingly tell 
one another, “Hey, it’s absolutely ok to not be ok, but it’s not ok to stay there.” 

Look at vs. 15 with me now.  James says that such “wisdom” does not come 
down from above, which – if you look back at 1:17 - is where James says God’s good 
and perfect gifts come down from.  Again, I really love the way the NIV translators 
put quotation marks around the word “wisdom” here – make me think of Bad-Cop 
from the Lego movie.  So this wisdom is not from God, but it is earthly, unspiritual,  
and of the devil/demonic; this descriptive list progressing from bad to worse. 
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I’ve made no secret about the fact that I hate exaggeration in most instances; 

maybe that’s b/c I used to be such a liar or maybe it’s just b/c I think words matter 
so much.  But you read that list and by the end, if you’re like me, you’re thinking, 
“…really? ‘Of the devil’ James?  You don’t think maybe you’re overstating your case a 
bit too much there?” But let’s take a second and look at each of these terms and see if 
these descriptions aren't entirely appropriate.  

1. Earthly – in describing this type of wisdom as “earthly” James here means a 
way of thinking and living that is only concerned with the here and now; that 
gives no time/thought whatsoever to eternity. So we’re not living our lives 
like those in 2:12 who know that we are going to be judged one day, and 
we’re also not viewing our present, temporal sufferings in light of an eternity 
with God that will be free of them. 

2. Unspiritual – is simply a way of thinking and acting that gives no thought or 
submission to the leading/correction of the Spirit of God. We may feel 
conviction, but then ignore those warnings and pursue our own path. 

3. Of the devil/demonic – this description can best be understood by looking 
back to Matt. 16 where Peter rebukes Jesus for saying that He will be handed 
over to the teachers of the law and killed, and Jesus says to Peter, “Get behind 
me Satan!”  It’s Jesus explanation of what he says after this that has particular 
relevance here.  Jesus goes on to say that He’s described Peter in this way b/c 
he does not have in mind the things of God, but the things of men.  So wisdom 
that is of the devil/demonic is simply wisdom that is earthly and selfish and 
ignores the purposes of God; basically encompassing the first two 
descriptions: earthly and unspiritual. 

And given these descriptions, what James lists as the results/evidence of this 
kind of wisdom are understandably devastating.  He says where this “wisdom” of 
bitter envy and selfish ambition are present, so do we find disorder and every evil 
practice. 
App 

And the obvious question we need to ask is: how could it not bring about 
those kinds of results?  When you hate the person who has what you don’t, or seek 
to set up your life in a way that centers entirely around you, how could your world 
not descend into chaos/disorder and how could you not be willing to stop at nothing 
in order to keep your tiny kingdom from falling at all costs? 

This is always the result when we follow our own wisdom and reject the 
wisdom that is from above; when we reject God’s authority in our lives and seek to 
follow our own instead.  The apostle Paul describes a situation just like this in Rom. 
1:21-23 where he talks about the rejection of God’s authority and that although we 
claim to be wiser than God, we actually only reveal that we are fools.  And what’s 
really terrifying to think about is that God actually let’s us do that sometimes when 
we ignore Him for long enough.  Think about that description of the wise and foolish 
builders in Jesus’ famous sermon on the mount: one of those guys is actually given 
enough time to build an entire house on beach sand!  And this is not about the bible  
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condemning beach-front property, it’s about the bible telling us that when we 
reject the wisdom from above long enough, there are times when God literally says, 
“Ok … you go try that and see how it works out.”  Now, the truth I’ve experienced 
time and time again in my own life is that when He does that, He also graciously 
welcomes us back when we realize just how dumb we’ve been; that’s one big part of 
what the parable of the prodigal sons is about. 

But, in light of how important all of this is, how can we not stop here for a 
second and take stock of our lives?  How can we not just stop and take a moment of 
honest, careful reflection and say, “Spirit of God, reveal to me were I’m operating in 
this type of wisdom right now! Reveal to me again where I’ve rejected your wisdom 
and told you how much better I know than you do.”  And then cry out for forgiveness 
trusting the truth that we have a loving, gracious heavenly Father who always 
welcomes His wayward, wandering children home.  Let’s take a moment and do that 
right now. 

 
 
 

We’ve looked now at wisdom in action, and then James’ description of earthly 
wisdom.  The last thing we’ll look at then is what James calls:  

3. Wisdom from above – vss. 17-18 

Now what’s really cool here is the way James finishes this part of his letter by 
fleshing out what true wisdom looks like: he does it in a way where all the 
descriptions center entirely around that “royal law” that he wrote about in 2:8, 
which is to “love your neighbour as yourself.”  

Look at vss. 17-18 now (READ vss. 17-18). So again, he’s repeating that 
language from 1:17 reminding us that the gifts from above are from God and that 
they are good and also perfect/pure.  Then these next descriptions all have to do 
with how we live out that royal law/loving our neighbour as ourselves.  We are 
those who seek peace (not disorder); we’re considerate, submissive, full of mercy 
and impartial – these all have to do with what James talked about in chapter 2 about 
the way we treat one another inside and outside the church.  We are sincere – not 
boasting and exaggerating truth to make ourselves look better like we saw last week 
in the first half of chapter 3; and the “good fruit” James says defines this wisdom 
from above I think is a direct reference to the fruit of the Spirit that Paul talks about 
in Gal. 5 (list); a life characterized by the internal, transforming work of the Spirit.   

So this kind of wisdom is the exact opposite of the first in that it is from 
above (not earthly); it is centered on the Spirit’s leading (not unspiritual) and it is 
from heaven/God (not of the devil). 

And the sum of it all in vs. 18 is a description of continual investment of this 
type of wisdom (again, James keeps coming back to the demonstration of wisdom as 
the evidence that we truly have it); you see he talks about those who are already 
peacemakers “sowing in peace”/planting and investing peace, in order to bring  
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about more and more peace, which James says will result in an entire harvest 

of righteousness. 
App 

And so the great challenge of these few verses in James for us, is to take this 
template that James has given us, and constantly come back to it; to regularly hold it 
up to our lives and actions in order to evaluate which type of wisdom we are 
operating in. 

And over and over again, James has said that the true test of whether or not 
something is valid – be that faith or wisdom – is not in what we say, but in how we 
live; not in the wisdom we profess to have, but in how that wisdom plays itself out in 
our everyday lives. 

So as you reflect even on this past week, what kind of wisdom have you been 
operating out of: earthly wisdom or the wisdom from above?  If you see areas of 
failure/foolishness – congratulations, you’re a human being.  The path for you now 
will be to repent of that foolishness and receive the forgiveness freely offered to you 
in Jesus, and then decide how you want to operate differently this week in the 
wisdom from above as God gives you grace to do that.  And where you see areas of 
success/operating in that wisdom from above, praise God for that; or maybe where 
you see it I the lives of others, tell them about it and encourage them in that.  Then 
together, ask God for the grace to continue to do so, and that you would not be 
deceived by the temptation towards earthly wisdom. 
 
 
Conclusion 

At the beginning of all this, back in vs. 13, James talked about the humility 
that comes from wisdom. (x2) What I think James is saying is that living according 
to the wisdom from above actually creates humility in us.  And the way it does that is 
by constantly reminding us of who we are as human beings in relation to a holy, 
sovereign, omniscient God, viz. finite, tiny, foolish, unwise, jars of clay, dust. 

Recognizing that then helps us to see just how gracious God was in pouring 
out His mercy on us; how unbelievable it is that He would reach down in love to His 
rebellious creation when we were foolishly pursuing our own way towards certain 
destruction.  When that finally sinks in, it will cause even the most reserved among 
us to raise our hands to heaven and cry out, “Amazing love! How can it be?  That 
Thou my God should’st die for me!”  And then the next thing that humility does is it 
leads us to love our neighbours as ourselves; to love those God places in our path 
with impartiality; extending the exact same mercy that was extended to us which we 
didn’t deserve either. 

That’s the humility that true wisdom creates in us.  And James tells us we will 
be truly wise ourselves if we know it, and demonstrate that we know it in the way 
we live our lives in this world in loving others. 

But the other thing we started out saying was that what the bible means by 
wisdom, and what the world means by wisdom, are two very different things.  And 
that’s something I want to come back to again so we don’t lose sight of that as we  
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close here.  B/c there can be a tendency for us as C21 Christians to want to 

take the bible’s understanding of wisdom and try to cram it into the world’s 
understanding of wisdom, and that’s just never going to work out.  Remember, to a 
large degree the world’s understanding of wisdom is about knowledge acquisition; 
the guy who has two doctorates is “wiser” by the world’s standards than the guy 
who has none, and in one sense that’s right.   

But the bible is actually gonna look at the guy with two doctorates and 
caution us; it’s gonna say, “Actually, he/she might not be wiser than the guy with no 
degrees at all!”  Remember what Paul said in that passage we read from 1 
Corinthians 2: that God has made foolish the wisdom of the wise/that God has 
actually chose the foolish things of this world in order to shame the wise.  Even just 
hearing that it sounds like a Dr. Seuss book; just totally upside down and 
counterintuitive. 

And yet, that is just the point to keep with us when we think about wisdom 
and how to apply it in our lives: in some ways we will look foolish when we 
apply/live out biblical wisdom.  It is foolish to grant mercy to a hostile board 
member in the world’s eyes; it is foolish to treat everyone with equal respect in the 
world’s eyes at times when showing preference to one group can bring 
financial/societal/corporate advantage; it’s foolish in the world’s eyes to continue to 
seek peace with a friend or a spouse that has betrayed you. 

And yet as we seek to live according to God’s commands, and as we continue 
to seek God Himself who – remember – is Wisdom Personified, the bible’s comfort is, 
“No, actually what the world is calling foolishness is actually wisdom; what the 
world is calling weakness, is actually strength.” 

And the clearest evidence that this is how God operates is in looking at the 
cross.  For there we see what is nothing but humiliation, weakness, failure and 
defeat in the world’s eyes; tat’s what Paul says elsewhere: that the message of the 
cross is foolishness to the world.  And yet we know that in that 
defeat/failure/weakness, God was actually achieving the ultimate victory over sin 
and death for all time; that He was accomplishing in the death of Christ our salvation 
and reconciliation back to God. 

So I guess the point here is: don't expect that by doing what James is telling 
you here/seeking to be truly wise according to the bible’s definition, that everyone 
around you is going to get it; that it’s gonna make you the most popular guy in the 
office or at home; it very well may not. 

But b/c it is the wisdom from above, let it also broaden your vision above an 
earthly, finite picture of life, to an epic, vast picture of eternity that sees present 
sufferings and insults and discouragement as only preparing you for an even better 
eternity with God. 

 
 


